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1. INTRODUCTION

We consider a class of games that are naturally characterized asaggregation games. In an aggrega-

tion game, a finite collection of players with diverse characteristics simultaneously make reports to

a central authority who then makes a decision that affects all of them. The authority’s decision rule

is fixed, commonly known, and based solely on the aggregate value of players’ reports. Each player

has two characteristics: the first (hisunobservable characteristic) is his private information; the

second (hisobservable characteristic) commonly known.1 A player’s unobservable characteristic

is identified with histype, which is continuously distributed; the distribution of types is common

knowledge. The defining property of an aggregation game is that each player’s payoff depends—in

addition to his observable characteristic and the central authority’s decision—on theaggregate of

all players’ unobservable characteristics, butnot on either the player’s individual report or on his

type. A player’sstrategy in an aggregation game is to report his unobservable characteristic. The

link between reports and payoffs is that individual reports affect the aggregate of all reports, which

in turn determines the central authority’s response, and this response is payoff-relevant.

One interpretation of the model is that players’ payoffs depend on the unknown mean of some

distribution, from which each player receives an i.i.d. signal. The best available estimator of

this mean is the average of players’ signals. If the central authority can solicit information about

players’ signals, but has no independent information about the population mean, it is natural to

model the authority’s response to the state of the world as a function defined on the space of mean

signals. Players’ observable characteristic could be any payoff-relevant variable. In this context,

the arguments in each player’s payoff would be: (a) the mean signal; (b) the central player’s

response; (c) the player’s individual observable characteristic.

The economic issue we address here arises in a variety of contexts. Market research surveys

provide a familiar example, but in this case, information is aggregated from a large number of

sources, so that the issue of strategic manipulation is secondary. Our work is more pertinent to

contexts where an individual who makes a report has significant scope, as well as incentive, to

influence the central outcome. For example, spot natural gas price indices, on which forward

1Throughout this paper, when we say that a player is “larger/smaller” we refer only to the magnitude of his observable
characteristic. Indeed, players may be “large” in some conventional sense (e.g., market share) but be “small” for our
purposes. Moreover, “player heterogeneity” refers to heterogeneity in their observable characteristics.
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contract prices are based, are compiled by companies such as Platts from reports by relatively

few contributors, who also participate in forward markets (Moody, 2003). Recently, the data from

which these indices are constructed has come under intense scrutiny, as evidence accumulates

that contributors have misreported their private information in order to manipulate these indices,

and, thereby, the forward prices that determine the value of forward transactions. The Livestock

Mandatory Reporting Act of 1999 provides another example. This Act, which requires large meat

packers to report to the USDA price/quantity data relating to transactions involving cattle, hogs

and lambs was designed to provide timely, accurate, pooled market information in an environment

where the details of an increasing fraction of transactions is not publicly disclosed (Azzam, 2003).

Once again, since the entities that must reveal their information have both scope and incentives to

manipulate the published indices, the difficulty of ensuring truthful reporting is a major concern.

To elucidate the nature of strategic interaction in aggregation games, we briefly discuss an appli-

cation. Suppose a group of doctors is considering how much malpractice insurance to buy for their

medical partnership. Each doctor receives a private signal about the partnership’s vulnerability to

a malpractice suit and is asked to report this signal. The level of insurance is then computed using

a pre-determined formula, which is monotone increasing in the average of the doctors’ reports.

Doctors have different net worths, and these levels are common knowledge; the deeper the doc-

tor’s pockets, the greater is his exposure in the event of a liability claim, and hence the greater is

his willingness to pay for insurance. Expressed in terms of an aggregation game, a doctor’s type

is his private evaluation of the partnership’s liability exposure; his observable characteristic is his

net worth; the central authority’s decision is the level of insurance. A doctor’s expected payoff is a

function of his net worth, the level of insurance, and the best estimate of the practice’s risk, which

is the aggregate of the doctors’ signals. It should be emphasized that the doctor’s private signal

enters his payoff function only through its effect on theaggregate signal.

Since doctors with higher net worths (high doctors) prefer higher levels of insurance coverage, and

the level of coverage depends on the aggregate report, high doctors have incentives to over-report

their private signals, while low doctors may wish to under-report. Further, relative to the case in

which all parties reveal the truth, high doctors’ incentives to over-report will be exacerbated by the

knowledge that low doctors are simultaneously under-reporting. Note that a doctor’sreported sig-

nal enters his payoff function only through its effect on the pre-determined formula for computing
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insurance coverage, which is a function of theaggregate reported signal. If strategy spaces were

unbounded, the differences between doctors’ incentives would result in an endless “tug-of-war,”

with increased under-reporting by some leading to increased over-reporting by others, and Nash

equilibria would fail to exist. When strategies are bounded in at least one direction, however, a pure

strategy Nash equilibrium exists. In this context, as in the other applications we consider, there is

a natural candidate for the lower bound on strategies: since “liability exposure” is necessarily

nonnegative, it is natural to assume that doctors receive, and then report, nonnegative signals.

It will be apparent from the above example that bounds on the space of unobservable character-

istics, and hence on players’ strategy spaces, play a pivotal role in determining the equilibrium

properties of aggregation games. Indeed, as the example suggests, player-types will fare very dif-

ferently in equilibrium, depending on whether their equilibrium reports are constrained to lie on

the boundary. In many applications, it is natural to assume, as we do in this paper, that the only

relevant bound is nonnegativity. In others—for example, when players must report a probability es-

timate or a proper fraction—a model with two-sided bounds would be more appropriate. In some

applications, the bounds that players face are “softer” than the absolute bounds that our players

face: for example, while index compilers will sometimes reject data points that are outliers, data

providers cannot predict with certainty the boundary between outlying and admissible reports.

This paper is related to the large literature on information aggregation in groups, in either vot-

ing or committee decision making (Feddersen and Pesendorfer (1996), Feddersen and Pesendorfer

(1997), Austen-Smith and Banks (1996), Ottaviani and Sorensen (2001), Banerjee and Somanathan

(2001), Krishna and Morgan (2001), and Austen-Smith and Feddersen (2002)). A major finding of

this literature is that strategic reporting by agents with private information can prevent complete in-

formation transmission, depending on the institution through which the information is transmitted

and aggregated. For example, Austen-Smith and Banks (1996) found that under majority voting,

“sincere voting” by every player cannot be a Nash Equilibrium. We contribute to this literature by

studying agents’ incentives to strategically manipulate their private signals, and by characterizing

the resulting distortion in aggregate information.

Our model differs from the literature in several respects. First, following the seminal work of Craw-

ford and Sobel (1982), the literature has focused primarily on the problems facing agents who are
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required to choose a signal from a discrete set. In our model, the signal space is continuous, re-

stricted only by a lower bound. Second, the structure of our space of announcements limits how

extreme certain types of players can be when they strategically manipulate their signals. Baner-

jee and Somanathan (2001) showed that extremists are more likely to communicate misleading

information, and in certain cases, the presence of too many extremists can block communication

altogether. By contrast, the most extreme (i.e., the largest) player in our model in anex ante sense

controls the game: he always obtains, in expectation, the outcome that he most prefers. Third, the

“central agency” in our model is nonstrategic in that it responds to players’ signals as if they were

truthful rather than trying to design mechanisms that achieve truthful revelation. In the language

of Dessein (2002), the institution we study involves “delegation” rather than “communication.”

(While delegating behavior in this sense—i.e., the nonstrategic processing of signals transmitted

by agents—seems naive relative to the the kind of communicating behavior modeled in Crawford

and Sobel (1982), Dessein (2002) and Ottaviani and Squintani (2002) have identified conditions

under which delegation will be more efficient than communication.) Finally, we emphasize the

role of heterogeneity in agents’ observable characteristics, analyzing how heterogeneous agents

fare in equilibrium and how varying degrees of heterogeneity affect the aggregate report. Our

treatment of agent heterogeneity—it has an observable and an unobservable component—extends

the treatments that have appeared so far in the literature. For example, in Gilligan and Krehbiel

(1989), agent heterogeneity is observable; in Banerjee and Somanathan (2001), it is unobservable;

in Krishna and Morgan (2001), a single expert has an observable bias and an unobservable signal.

The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we introduce our model and prove that every aggregation

game has a pure strategy equilibrium in which players’ equilibrium strategies are strictly monotone

in their types. §3 demonstrates that incentives to misreport do not arise when players haveex ante

identical characteristics. Following a wide-spread practice in the information aggregation litera-

ture (e.g., Gilligan and Krehbiel (1989), Austen-Smith (1993), and Krishna and Morgan (2001)),

we make further progress by restricting attention to two-player games. In this setting, a weak con-

dition ensures that truthful revelation is the unique equilibrium. §4 contains results on equilibrium

misreporting when players’ observable characteristics diverge. In general, larger players over-

report and smaller players under-report. In two-player games, an increase in heterogeneity results

in increased over-(under-)reporting by the larger (smaller) player. This and an earlier result imply
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a corollary with far-reaching consequences: the larger player is never constrained by the lower

bound on announcements. §5 introduces a restricted specification of our model that admits sharp

comparative statics results. While the restrictions we impose limit the applicability of our model,

an offsetting benefit is that in the stark context of §5-§7, the inner workings of our model can be

revealed in a relatively transparent way. The main restriction is that the first argument of players’

utilities is related to the aggregate signal and the outcome by an affine transformation. §6 contains

comparative statics results for a two-player version of this specification. We show that in anex

ante sense, the larger player essentially controls the game whileex post, high types of the smaller

player have total control. In §7, we further restrict the specification in §5 to facilitate analysis of

then-player game. We show in particular that in the unique equilibrium for this restricted game,

each player but the largest plays the same strategy as he plays in the two-person game against the

largest player alone. Propositions marked with asterisks are proved in the appendix; proofs for the

remaining propositions are omitted as they follow immediately from arguments in the text.

2. THE MODEL

In this section we formalize the notion of an aggregation game and show that every aggregation

game has a pure-strategy equilibrium in which each player’s strategy is monotone in his type.

An aggregation game is an incomplete information simultaneous-move game betweenn players,

indexed byr � 1� � � � �n.

Player characteristics: Playerr’s unobservable characteristic is θr, which is his private informa-

tion. (Following the standard terminology, we will sometimes refer toθr as r’s type.) We as-

sume that theθr’s are identically, independently and continuously distributed on the closed in-

terval Θ� �� , whereθ andθ are its left and right boundary points. (The restriction thatθ� 0

involves no loss of generality.) Letη��� denote the density of players’ types. LetΘ � Θn denote

the space oftype profiles, with generic elementθ. Similarly, letΘ�r � Θn�1. For θ�r � Θ�r, let

η�r�θ�r� � ∏ j ��r η�θ j�. Given two functionsv�w : Θ � �, we will write v � w (resp. v � w)

if v � w (resp. v � w) and
�

Θ�v�ϑ��w�ϑ��dη�ϑ� � 0 (resp. � 0). The following technical

requirement is required to ensure that pure-strategy equilibria exist:

Assumption A1: The density,η���, of players’ types is bounded.
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Playerr’s observable characteristic will be denoted bykr. We normalize thekr’s to lie in the unit

interval. We will refer to the vectork � �kr�
n
r�1 as theobservable characteristic profile and to the

pair (θr�kr) asr’s characteristics.

The payoff function: Thepayoff function is a mapu : �� �Θ� �0�1�� �. The first argument of

u can be interpreted as the decision taken by a governing body or central authority, in response to

information provided by the players:u�τ�θ�k� is the payoff to a player when the central authority’s

decision isτ, the unobservable characteristic profile isθ and the player’s observable characteristic

is k. We assume:

Assumption A2: u is bounded and thrice continuously differentiable. For eachk�θ, u���θ�k� is
strictly concave inτ.

The essence of an aggregation game is that a player’s unobservable characteristic affects the payoff

function only through its effect on the sum, denotedΣθ, of all player’s unobservable characteristics:

Assumption A3: for eachτ�k andθ, θ� �Θ, if Σθ�Σθ� � 0, thenu�τ�θ�k� � u�τ�θ��k�.

We assume that players with higher unobservable and/or observable characteristics derive higher

marginal benefits from an increase in the central authority’s decision:2

Assumption A4: For all �τ�θ�k�, ∂2u�τ�θ�k�
∂τ∂θr

� 0.

Assumption A5: For all �τ�θ�k�, ∂2u�τ�θ�k�
∂τ∂k � 0.

In the medical insurance application described on page 3,u�τ�θ�k� represents the benefit to a

doctor with net worthk, beliefs about the likelihood of a malpractice suit representedy byθ, and

malpractice insurance coverage level atτ. Assumptions A4 and A5 imply that doctors with higher

private signals about the likelihood of a suit or with higher net worths will derive higher marginal

benefits from an increase in the partnership’s insurance coverage.

Our final assumption onu is that no player of any type has an insatiable appetite forτ.

Assumption A6: There exists̄τ � �� such thatdu�τ̄��θ�����θ��1�
dτ � 0.

2Assumption A4 is a strict version of the “single crossing property of incremental returns (SCP-IR)” (Milgrom and
Shannon, 1994) in�τ;θ� when the payoff function is differentiable (Athey, 2001, Definition 1).
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Becauseu is strictly concave, assumptions A4-A6 imply thatany player ofany type would view

anyτ � τ̄ as excessive. We shall refer tōτ as thesatiation level of the central agency’s activity.

As a benchmark notion of social efficiency, we adopt the utilitarian perspective, defining thesocial

welfare function, w̌, to be the mean of players’ individual utility functions. That is, we define

w̌�τ�θ�k� � ∑r u�τ�θ�kr��n.

Pure strategies: A pure strategy for the r’th player is a functionsr : Θ � A � �� whereA is a

closed interval representing the set of admissible announcements, andsr�θr� is the announcement

of playerr when his type isθr. (We will henceforth reserve the symbols to denotefunctions from

types toA and use the symbolar to denote a particular value ofsr�θr�.) In §3 and below, we shall

focus particular attention on a class of strategies that we callunit affine, i.e., strategies of the form

sr��� � ι���� λ, whereλ � � andι��� denotes the identity map onΘ. We assume thatΘ� A, so

that truthful revelation—i.e., the strategysr � ι— is admissible. Leta
¯

denote the left boundary of

A. We assume thatA is unbounded above.3 In most of the applications we consider, it is natural to

equateA with �� . We will demonstrate later that the existence of the satiation levelτ̄ guarantees

that our specification is equivalent to an otherwise identical one with a compact action space. The

strategy vectors � �s1� ����sn� is called apure strategy profile. Thus a strategy profile is a mapping

from Θ to A � An.

A pure strategysr is said to bemonotone if there existsθ
�

r � θ such thatsr equalsa
¯

on �θ�θ
�

r�, and

is strictly increasing on�θ
�

r�θ�.4 Given a monotone strategy profile,s, define thethreshhold type

vector for s, θ
�

�s�, by, for eachr,

θ
�

r�s� �

���
��

θ if sr�θ�� a
¯

sup�θ�Θ : sr�θ� � a
¯
	 if sr�θ� � a

¯

� (1)

3Since we have declared announcements belowa
¯
� θ to be implausible, and hence inadmissible, one might object

that we should take the same view of announcements aboveθ. In many applications—particularly when the natural
choice forΘ would be the unit interval—this objection would be unassailable. We adopt our asymmetric specification
because, while fascinating, the analysis of “bi-bounded” games would be much more difficult. In particular, the kind of
determinate comparative statics results we obtain in sections 6 and 7 would not be available. Moreover, nonnegativity
constraints play such an ubiquitous role in economics that their implications warrant special attention.
4Note that ifsr���� a

¯
onΘ then the interval�θ�θ

�

r�s�� will be empty.
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If a player’s realized type is below his threshhold type, the lower bounda
¯

on actions will be a

binding constraint.

The outcome function: Strategy profiles are mapped intooutcomes. The outcome function,

t : A� �0�1�n � �� , can be interpreted as a mapping from announcements by players and the

observable characteristics profile to actions by the central authority. A key restriction is thatt

depends only on thesum of players’ announcements:

Assumption A7: for a�a� � A,
n
Σ

i�1

�
ar�a�r

�
� 0 impliest

�
a1� ����an�k

�
� t
�

a�1� ����a
�
n�k
�

.

Sincet depends only on aggregate reports, we will sometimes write it as a mapping from�� �

�0�1�n to�� and replace the notation “t�s�k�” by “ t�Σs�k�.” We say that an outcome function,t���k�,

is complete information socially efficient (CISE) if it maximizes the social welfare function (p. 6)

when all players truthfully reveal their types, i.e., if for eachθ�Θ, t�θ�k� � argmax ˇw���θ�k�. We

assume:

Assumption A8: t���k� is a CISE outcome function.

We will refer to theoutcome implemented by a CISE outcome function as a CISE outcome.5 The

social value function is now defined as the mapping from player-type profiles to�, i.e.,W̌ �θ�k� �

w̌�t�θ�k��θ�k�. Recalling the definition of̄τ (p. 6), we assume:

Assumption A9: t is strictly increasing and thrice continuously differentiable. For allk, there
exists ¯a � A such thatt�ā�k� � τ̄.

In any equilibrium, noindividual player will ever announce more than ¯a because if one did, then

with probability one, the outcome would exceed the satiation level,τ̄. Because of this restriction,

our game with an unbounded strategy space is equivalent to an alternative specification in which

players are required to choose actions within the compact space�0� ā�.6

In the analysis that follows, it will be helpful to ensure thatu�t���k��θ�k� is strictly concave inΣs.

Sinceu is not monotone inΣs, this property is not completely straightforward. To see this, letf

5Assumption A9 below ensures that argmax ˇw���θ�k� is nonempty, even thoughA is unbounded. Assumption A2
ensures that argmax ˇw���θ�k� is unique. Hence the concept of a CISE outcome is well-defined.
6The advantage of our specification over requiringA to be compact in the first place is that we don’t have to specify
Kuhn Tucker conditions for the upper end of the strategy space.
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andg map� to �, with f concave and considerm�x� � f �g�x��. Unless f � can be signed, the

only straightforward way to ensure thatm�� � f ���g��2� f �g��� 0 is to require thatg�� � 0. We will,

nonetheless, impose:

Assumption A10: For all k andθ, u�t���k��θ�k� is strictly concave inΣs.

While the combination of assumptions A2 and A10 is restrictive in general, sufficient conditions

for the pair can readily be identified when, as in the various applications considered in this pa-

per,u is a net benefit function. For example, a natural specification in our context might be that

u�t�θ�k� � b�t�k��c�t�Σθ�, whereb is a concave benefit function andc is a convex cost function;

if b andc are, respectively, homogeneous of degreeαb � 1 andαc � 1 in t, andt is homogeneous

of degreeαt � � 1
αc
� 1

αb
� in Σs, thenb, -c and henceu will all be strictly concave inΣs.

Player objective functions: Following Athey (2001), we now synthesize the various components

defined above into anobjective function for each player. The objective function for playerr is

a mapping from playerr’s own action and type into his payoff, treating other players’ strategies

as parameters. We suppress reference tor’s observable characteristic and the outcome function.

Formally, given a profile,s�r, of strategies for players other thanr, we define playerr’s objective

function asUr : A�Θ� �� , where

Ur�a�θ;s�r� �
�

Θ�r

u�t �a�s�r�ϑ�r��k� ��θ�ϑ�r� �kr�dη�ϑ�r� (2)

Ur�a�θ;s�r� is playerr’s conditional expected payoff from playing the actiona, given that his

realized type isθ. When confusion can be avoided, we will writeU �
r rather than∂Ur

∂a . Observe that

sinceU �
r �

�
Θ�r

∂u
∂t

dt
dadη�ϑ�r�, assumption A10 implies that for allr, all θ and alls�r, Ur���θ;s�r�

is strictly concave ina. Moreover, sincet is strictly increasing (A9), it follows from A4 that7

for all r, all a, all θ and all alls�r�
∂2Ur�a�θ;s�r�

∂a∂θ
� 0�8 (3)

7Inequality (3) states thatU satisfies SCP-IR in�a;θ� (cf. p. 6). In our context, this property implies Athey’s suffi-
ciency condition, SCC, for existence of a pure-strategy equilibrium, i.e., “the single crossing condition for games of
incomplete information” (Athey, 2001, Definition 3). This condition requires thatU satisfies SCP-IR only if other
players play non-increasing strategies. In our model,U satisfies SCP-IR regardless of other players’ choices.
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Equilibrium: A monotone pure strategy Nash equilibrium (MPSNE) for an aggregation game is a

monotone strategy profiles satisfying for allr, all θ and alla � A, Ur�sr�θ��θ;s�r��Ur�a�θ;s�r�.

If s is a MPSNE then, necessarily,

U �
r�sr�θ��θ;s�r�� 0, with equality holding wheneversr�θ�� a

¯
(4)

Proposition 1 (Existence of a monotone MPSNE)�: Every aggregation game satisfying
assumptions A1-A10 has a monotone pure-strategy Nash equilibrium, s, with the property that
for each r, sr is continuously differentiable on �θ

�

r�s��θ�.

We will observe below that certain player-types “do particularly well” in equilibrium. We define

an actionsr�θ� to be thebest conceivable action for player-type�r�θ� if for all s��r and all a,

Ur�sr�θ��θ;s�r� � Ur�a�θ;s��r�. A player-type for whom such an action is available will attain

the same payoff as he would obtain if he has full control over the strategies played by all other

players! We will say that a PSNE isefficient if the action chosen by every type of every player is a

best-conceivable action. This is, clearly, the strongest conceivable notion of efficiency.

3. AGGREGATION GAMES WHEN PLAYERS AREex ante IDENTICAL .

In this section we explore the properties of MPSNE’s when players have the same observable

characteristic,̄k, and are henceex ante identical. This analysis provides a useful benchmark when

we consider games in which players’ observable characteristics are heterogeneous. For two person

games, we show thatall equilibria are efficient.9 We also show that inn-player games, there

are equilibria in which players’ strategies are unit affine (p 7); moreover, in two-player games,

8

∂2Ur�a�θ;s�r�

∂a∂θ
�

∂2

∂a∂θ

��
Θ�r

u�t �a�s�r�ϑ�r��k� ��θ�ϑ�r� �kr�dη�ϑ�r�

�

�
�

Θ�r

�
∂2

∂θ∂t
u�t �a�s�r�ϑ�r��k� ��θ�ϑ�r� �kr�

dt
dΣs

�
dη�ϑ�r� � 0

The inequality holds because both∂
2u

∂θ∂t � 0 and dt
dΣs � 0.

9It remains an open question whether this result can be extended to multi-player games.
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equilibrium strategies arenecessarily unit affine. The class of efficient equilibria include truthful

revelation equilibria.

We will establish that when players have the same observable characteristic, a profile satisfying

the following properties is an efficient equilibrium: each player’s strategy is a unit affine function

of his type and the intercepts of all players’ strategies sum to zero. We shall refer to such profiles

aszero-sum unit affine (ZSUA). Specifically, letΛ � �λ � �n : ∑n
r�1λr � 0 andλr � �a

¯
�θ��
r	.

A profile is ZSUA if for someλ � Λ, sr � θr � λr, for eachr. (Clearly, for any vectorλ with

λr � �a
¯
�θ�, sr � θr �λr would not be admissible for types in some neighborhood ofθ.)

Proposition 2 (ZSUA profiles are efficient equilibria): Consider an aggregation game satisfying
assumptions A1-A10 in which kr � k̄, for all r. A sufficient condition for a strategy profile to be an
efficient equilibrium is that it is ZSUA.

A special case of a ZSUA equilibrium is when all agents truthfully reveal their types, i.e., when

λ � 0. The proposition thus highlights the intuitive fact that in an aggregation game, incentives for

strategic behavior arise only when there are differences between agents’observable characteristics.

The proof of Prop. 2 is immediate. Considerλ � �λ i�λ�i� � Λ. Necessarily,λi ��∑r ��i λr. In the

ZSUA strategy profile corresponding toλ, playerr plays the strategysr�θ� � θ�λr. Consequently

EUi�si�θ��θ;s�i� �
�

Θ
u�t�∑

r
sr�θr��k��Σθ� k̄�η�θ�dθ �

�
Θ

u�t�Σθ�k��Σθ� k̄�η�θ�dθ

Since players’ observable characteristics are all identical, ˇw�t�θ�k� � u�t�θ� k̄�. By assumption, the

outcome function is CISE, so that for everyθ � Θ, t � argmaxu���θ� k̄�, and hence

u�t�∑
r
sr�θr��k��Σθ� k̄� � W̌ �θ�k�.

When there are only two players with identical observable characteristics, we can go much further.

In this case, Prop. 2 and Prop. 3 below establish that a profile is an equilibrium if and only if it is

ZSUA, i.e.,all equilibria are efficient!10 (We conjecture that this result can be extended to general

games.)

Proposition 3 (Efficient equilibria are ZSUA)�: Consider a two player aggregation game satis-
fying assumptions A1-A10 with ki � k j. A necessary condition for a strategy profile to be a PSNE
is that it is ZSUA.

10While we have not formally analyzed the implications of restricting the space of player announcements toΘ, it
will be immediately apparent from the argument below that if we did do so, then truth-telling would be theunique
pure-strategy equilibrium for any aggregation game with two players with identical observable characteristics.
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FIGURE 1. Intuition for Prop. 3

Figure 1 provides some intuition for this result. Consider a strategy, such ass j in the left panel

of the figure, that is not unit affine. Recalling from p. 7 thatι��� denotes the identity map, the

minimum value of�s j���� ι���� is�λ, which is achieved at̄θ j. A necessary condition forsi to be a

best response tos j is that the maximum value of�si���� ι���� is strictly less thanλ. To see why this

must be so, consider a strategy such as ˆsi satisfying, for somēθi, �ŝi�θ̄i�� θ̄i�� λ. Given any such

strategy fori, the aggregate strategy ˆsi�θ̄i�� s j���—i.e., the highest curve in the left panel—must

lie above the linēθi � ι��� with probability one. That is, conditional on playeri being of typeθ̄i,

the sum of players’ announced types exceeds the sum of their actual types with probability one.

Since by assumption,t��� is CISE, the outcome it implements when�s j� ŝi� is played andi’s type

is θ̄i must be sub-optimal with probability one. We thus conclude thatθ̄i �λ is not a best response

for playeri of type θ̄i against the strategys j���, or more generally, a necessary condition forsi to

be optimal against a strategys j that is not unit affine is that�si���� ι����� max
ϑ�Θ

�ϑ� s j�ϑ��. Now

consider any strategy fori that satisfies this necessary condition—such as the dashed curvesi���

in the right panel—and observe that for allθi, the aggregate strategys j�θ̄ j�� si��� is everywhere

below the lineθ̄ j � ι���. Thus for playerj of type θ̄ j, the actions j�θ̄ j� cannot be a best response

againstany strategy that could possibly be a best response againsts j. This establishes that players’

strategies must be unit affine.
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4. AGGREGATION GAMES WITH HETEROGENEOUS PLAYERS

Prop. 1 established the existence of an equilibrium in which players’ announcements are mono-

tone with respect to their types. We show below that in any such equilibrium, players’ strategies

will also be monotone with respect to theirobservable characteristics. That is, ifi’s observable

characteristic exceedsj’s, but both are of the same type,i’s announcement will strictly exceedj’s

except for types ofi belowi’s threshhold type. In our medical partnership example, if two doctors

with different levels of net worth receive the same private estimate of liability risk, the one with

the deeper pockets will report a higher estimate of that risk than the other.

Proposition 4 (Monotonicity w.r.t. observable characteristics)�: Let s be a MPSNE strategy
profile for an aggregation game satisfying assumptions A1-A10. If k i � k j and if θ

�

i�s� � θ, then

(a) θ
�

i�s�� θ
�

j�s� and (b) si���� s j��� on �θ
�

i�s��θ�.

Part (a) implies that for any player whose observable characteristic is lower than some other

player’s, sufficiently low types of the former will always be constrained by the lower bound of

the action space.

type

st
ra

te
gy

si���

s j���

si���
� � si�����s j�θ��� si�θ���

si�θ��

s j�θ��

a
¯

θ�

FIGURE 2. Intuition for Prop. 4

The proof of Prop. 4 involves two steps. First, ifk j � ki then playerj cannot be at an interior

optimum when his type isθ� � argmax�s j���� si����. To see this, consider the arbitrary strategy

pair s � �si�s j� drawn in Figure 2, in whichs j attains an optimum atθ�, ands j�θ��� a
¯
. Assume

that s j is a best response tosi; we will argue thatsi cannot be a best response tos j. Becauset

depends only onΣs, if i were to play the strategysi
� � si ��s j�θ��� s j�θ��� rather thansi, then
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j’s optimal announcement would besi�θ�� rather thans j�θ��. But if si�θ�� is optimal for j against

si
�, thensi�θ�� cannot also be optimal fori againsts j: becauses j � si

�, t�si�θ���s j����s�i j����k��

t�si
�����si�θ���s�i j����k�, yet when bothi and j are typeθ�, i’s optimal choice oft strictly exceeds

j’s. Conclude thats j�θ�� � a
¯
� si��� so that, by definition ofθ�, s j���� si��� � 0. It is now

straightforward to show thatsi���� s j��� wheneverj’s type exceeds his threshhold type.

In two-player games, we can compare the equilibrium strategies for games with different profiles

of observable characteristics. If playeri’s observable characteristic increases andj’s does not,

then in the sense made precise in Prop. 5-2P,i’s equilibrium strategy also increases, whilej’s

decreases.

Proposition 5-2P (Heterogeneity: two players)�: Consider two aggregation games satisfying
assumptions A1-A10 with observable characteristic profiles, k and k̂ such that k̂i � ki and k̂ j � k j.
Let s and ŝ be MPSNE’s for the two games. Then θ

�

i�ŝ�� θ
�

i�s� and ŝi�θ�� si�θ� for all θ� θ
�

i�ŝ�,

while θ
�

j�ŝ�� θ
�

j�s� and ŝ j�θ�� s j�θ� for all θ� θ
�

j�s�.

The intuition for this result is straightforward. Asi’s observable characteristic increases, his pre-

ferred outcome increases also, for each of his possible types. Consequently,holding j’s strategy

constant, i’s best response must strictly increase withki. Similarly, holdingi’s strategy constant,

j’s best response must weakly decrease withk j. Now suppose thats is an equilibrium profile for

the game withk and consider a profiles� for the game witĥk such thats�i is a best response tos�j, but

s�i is not strictly greater thans j. In this case there must be some type ofj whose announcement has

increased. Indeed, the largest value of�s�j� s j� must strictly exceed the largest value of�si� s�i�.

But by a parallel argument, a necessary condition fors�j to be a best reply tosi is that the largest

value of�s�j�s j� does not strictly exceed the largest value of�si�s�i�. Since these two requirements

are mutually incompatible,s�j cannot be a best reply tos�i, so that the equilibrium profile ˆs �� s�.

Props. 2, 3 and 5-2P have an immediate corollary. As we have noted, Prop. 4 implied that in any

heterogeneous two-player game, there will be some types of the player with the smaller observable

characteristic whose optimal action is a corner solution. We now have the converse result: the

player with the larger observable characteristic willnever be constrained by the lower bound on

admissible actions.
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Proposition 6-2P (The larger player is never constrained): Let s be an MPSNE for a two-person
game satisfying assumptions A1-A10. If ki � k j, then θ

�

i�s� � θ.

The proof of Prop. 6-2P is immediate. Props. 2 and 3 established that whenki � k j, truthtelling is

an equilibrium. Prop. 5-2P now implies that wheni’s type increases relative to toj’s, i’s strategy

must overstate the truth, i.e., in any equilibriums, si���� ι���. Since by assumption,θ� a
¯
, si���� a

¯
.

From (1), therefore,θ
�

i�s� � θ.

A question naturally arises concerning thenet effect of changes ink on the expected value of the

equilibrium outcome. Intuitively, we would expect that this value would increase with heterogene-

ity, because of the asymmetric structure of the strategy space: while there is no restriction on the

rate at which strategies can increase, there are restrictions on the rate at which they can decrease.

In order to obtain this intuitive result, however, we need to impose additional conditions onu and

t. A set of sufficient conditions is identified in the following section.

5. AGGREGATION GAMES WITH QUASI-LINEAR PAYOFFS

In this and the following two sections, we analyze in detail a class of aggregation games in which

there is an affine relationship between players’ types and the outcome function. In this section we

introduce the specification. In section 6 we analyze in detail a two-person variant. In section 7

we consider a restricted version of then-person game, which bears a striking relationship to the

two-person variant.

Throughout sections 5-7, we assume that playeri has the largest observable characteristic. Without

loss of generality we assume thata
¯
� θ� 0 and

n
Σ

r�1
kr � 1.

A player with observable characteristick � �0�1� has the quasi-linear payoff function

u�τ�θ�k� � µ � τ � f �φ�θ�τ��k� (5)

whereφ��� �� is an affine function which increases with the sum of players’ types and decreases with

τ � 0. In the context of our malpractice insurance story (p. 2), the functionu can be interpreted as

follows: µ is the partnership’s net income excluding insurance costs;τ is the level of expenditure

on malpractice insurance;φ�θ�τ� is the partnership’s best estimate of its net liability exposure, after

deducting the level of insurance coverage obtainable by spendingτ, when the vector of doctors’
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private signals isθ; f is the partnership’s disutility—from the perspective of a doctor with net

worthk—of a net liability exposure ofφ�θ�τ�.

Since φ��� �� is affine, there exist scalarsφ0, φ1 and φ2 such that for all θ and all τ,

φ�θ�τ� � φ0�φ1Σθ�φ2τ. We will refer toφ�θ�τ� as thenet impact of the aggregate signal∑θ,

after factoring in the central response levelτ.

We assume throughout this section thatf satisfies assumptions A11-A14 below. It is straightfor-

ward to check that under assumptions A11-A13, the specification in this section satisfies assump-

tions A1-A10 of the model presented in section 2. The additional assumption A14 resolves some

comparative statics indeterminacies.

Assumption A11: φ1�φ2 � 0.

Assumption A12: f � 0 is twice continuously differentiable;f1 � 0; f11 � 0; f12 � 0.

Note that under assumptions A11 and A12,u is strictly concave in bothθr andτ. The role of our

next assumption is to ensure that for each type vector and each player, there is a unique, positive

level of τ that is globally optimal for that player-type:

Assumption A13: φ2 f1�0�1� � 1 � φ2 f1�φ�0�0��0�.11

Assumptions A11-A13 together imply12

for all k � �0�1�� and allθ�Θ� there existsτ � 0 such that
du�τ�θ�k�

dτ
� 0� (6)

11If f �φ�k� � �α1�k�φ1�γ andφ�θ�τ� � α2�Σθ�n� τ, with α � 1 andγ� 0, thenφand f �φ��� ��� �� satisfy assump-
tions A11-A13. To see this, observe thatf1 , f11 and f12 are all positive,φ2 � 1� nφ1 and

φ2 f1�0�1� � �α1�1��1�γ��0�γ � 0 � 1 � α1�1�γ��α2�
γ � φ2 f1�φ�0�0��0�

12To verify (6), note that for allθ� Θ and allk � �0�1�,

du�0�θ�k�
dτ

� φ2 f1�φ�θ�0��k� � 1 � φ2 f1�φ�0�0��0� � 1 � 0

while if τ is sufficiently large thatφ�1�τ�� 0, then for allθ� Θ and allk � �0�1�,

du�τ�θ�k�
dτ

� φ2 f1�φ�1�τ��k� � 1 � φ2 f1�0�1� � 1 � 0

Property (6) now follows from the intermediate value theorem.
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Assumption A14, which signs some of the third derivatives off , will enable us to obtain determi-

nate comparative statics results. The first condition implies that a mean-preserving spread in net

impact,ψ, will induce players to prefer (weakly) higher central agency response levels; the second

implies that a player’s degree of risk aversion is nonincreasing in his observable characteristic.

Assumption A14: For all k � �0�1� and allψ � �, f111�ψ�k�� 0� f112�ψ�k�

Because it provides a useful benchmark for our incomplete information game, we begin by analyz-

ing its complete information counterpart. Throughout this section, a “ˇ” over a symbol indicates

that it relates to this version, while the same symbol without this identifier relates to the incom-

plete information version. For eachr, we define playerr’s complete information personally optimal

(CIPO) net impact level to be net impactφ that maximizes the right hand side of (5). Note that

this level, which we shall denote bygr�k�, is independent ofΣθ: since f1 is strictly monotone, it

is uniquely defined by the first order condition for (5), i.e.,φ2 f1�gr�k��kr� � 1. Property (6) im-

plies thatgr�k� � 0. To identify outcome functions that implement such a CIPO net impact level,

consider, forγ� �, the affine outcome functioňtγ,

ťγ�θ� �
φ0�φ1Σθ�γ

φ2
� (7)

The associated net impact level is independent of∑θ:

φ�θ� ťγ�θ�� � φ0�φ1Σθ�φ2

�
φ0�φ1Σθ�γ

φ2

	
� γ� for all θ�Θ� (8)

Indeed, it is easy to check that the net impactφ��� t����will be independent ofΣθ if and only if t � ťγ,

for someγ. It follows that the unique, complete information outcome function that implementsr’s

CIPO impact level with certainty ištgr�k�, since

for all θ�Θ, ťgr�k��θ� maximizesu���θ�kr��
13 (9)

We shall refer to this function as playerr’s CIPO outcome and will observe below that certain

player-types succeed in implementing this outcome in equilibrium with probability one. Since

13Checking second order conditions,u is concave inφ, (from (5) and assumption A12) anddφ�θ�ťγ�θ��
dγ � 1.
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dgr�k�
dkr

�� f12�gr�k��kr�
f11�gr�k��kr�

� 0, players with higherk-levels prefer lower net impacts:

gi�k� � g j�k� iff ki � k j (10)

Given a profilek, the “utilitarian” social welfare function (see p. 6) is defined as

w̌�τ�θ�k� � µ � τ �
1
n

n
Σ

r�1
f �φ�θ�τ��kr�

w̌���θ�k� is maximized w.r.t.τ at the net impact level ˇg�k�, defined by the condition thatφ2
n
Σ

r�1
f1�ǧ�k��kr��

n. We shall refer to ˇg�k� as theCISE net impact level. Note that the CIPO net impact for the player

with the largestk-level is necessarily smaller than the CISE net impact

for all k, if ki � kr, 
r thengi�k�� ǧ�k�� with strict inequality unless all players’k’s are equal. (11)

For eachk, the CISE outcome function is the uniquely defined function,̌tǧ�k�, which implement

ǧ�k�, yielding playerr a payoff ofu�ťǧ�k��θ��θ�kr� � µ � ťǧ�k��θ� � f �ǧ�k��kr�. For eachr and

k, we define playerr’s CISE expected utility, Eǔr �
�

Θ u�ťǧ�k��ϑ��ϑ�kr�dη�ϑ�, to be playerr’s

expected payoff when players’ types are publicly known and the CISE net impact is implemented.

We now return to the incomplete information game. Its outcome function,t, delivers the outcome

that would be socially optimal if players truthfully revealed their types (i.e., it is a CISE outcome

function, c.f. assumption A8). That is, for eachθ�Θ:

t�s�θ��k� � ťǧ�k��s�θ�� �
φ0�φ1∑n

r�1sr�θr�� ǧ�k�
φ2

(12)

so that φ�θ� t�s�θ��k�� � φ1


∑n

r�1�θr� sr�θr��
�
� ǧ�k� (13)

Recall from page 9 that playerr’s objective function is defined as:

Ur�ar�θr�k;s�r� �
�

Θ
u�ťǧ�k��ar�s�r�ϑ�r����θr�ϑ�r��kr�dη�ϑ�r�

while the expected outcome conditional onr-typeθr playingar is

Et�ar�θr;k�s�r� �
�

Θ
ťǧ�k��ar�s�r�ϑ�r��dη�ϑ�r�
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From (5),du���θ�k�
dτ � φ2 f1�φ�θ� ���k��1, while from (12),

dťǧ�k��s�θ��
dar

� φ1
φ2
� 0. Hence

U �
r�a�θr�k;s�r� �

∂Ur

∂τ
∂ťǧ�k�
∂a

�
φ1

φ2

�
φ2

� θ

θ
f1�φ�θ� ťǧ�k��ar�s�r�ϑ�r����k�dη�ϑ�r��1



which, from (13)� φ1

�� θ

θ
f1
��

ǧ�k��φ1


θr�a�∑�ϑ�r� s�r�ϑ�r��

��
�k
�

dη�ϑ�r��1�φ2

�

(14)

Moreover,U ��
r �a�θr�k;s�r� � �φ1φ2

� θ

θ
f11�φ�θ� ťǧ�k��ar�s�r�ϑ�r����k�dη�ϑ�r� � 0� (15)

verifying thatUr is strictly concave in playerr’s action.

6. QUASI-LINEAR AGGREGATION GAMES WITH TWO PLAYERS

In this section we analyze a two-person version of the game specified in §5. We obtain this version

by requiring that two of then players, labeledi and j, play strategically, while the other players

truthfully report their private information. Formally, for eachr �� i� j, we require that playerr

plays the identity strategyι���. An alternative interpretation is that the signals received by all

but i and j are publicly observable. (With this formulation, we can consider the games between

different pairs drawn from our original set ofn players, while maintaining a common outcome

function throughout. We shall exploit this common factor in §7 below.) After establishing that

each two-person game has a unique pure-strategy equilibrium, we consider the impact of increasing

the degree of heterogeneity between the two players’ observable characteristics, focusing on: (a)

players’ tendency to misreport their signals; (b) the expected level of the outcome; and (c) players’

ex ante expected equilibrium payoffs. In section 7, we impose an additional restriction onf and

show how the unique equilibrium of then-person game can be constructed by melding together the

equilibria analyzed in this section.

For each observable characteristic profile,k, our game can be solved recursively. We first assume

that playeri plays the unit affine strategysλ
i , defined by, for someλ � 0, sλ

i ��� � ι���� λ. Given

this strategy fori, we construct the optimal response forj, s�j���λ�, which is piecewise affine inϑ j.

Finally, we prove that there existsλ� � 0 such thatsλ�
i is an optimal response tos�j���λ

��.
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If there were no restrictions on his strategy space,j could exactly counter-balancesλ
i and imple-

ment his CIPO net impact with probability one. The unit affine strategy that would accomplish this

is s�j���λ�, defined bys�j���λ� � ι���� λ ��ǧ�k�� gi�k���φ1. From (12) and the definition of̌tǧ�k�,

the outcome generated by


sλ

i ����s
�
j���λ�� ιιι�i� j���

�
would be, for allθ�Θ

t�θ;k�


sλ

i ����s
�
j���λ�� ιιι�i� j���

�
� � ťǧ�k�

�
sλ

i �θi��s
�
j�θ j�λ��θ�i� j

�
�

φ0�φ1


Σθ�λ�λ ��ǧ�k��gi�k���φ1

�
� ǧ�k�

φ2

�
φ0�φ1Σθ�g j�k�

φ2
� tg j�k��θ�

so that if it were an admissible strategy,s�j���λ� would (from (9)) be a best response toi’s strategy.

But in fact,s�j�θ j�λ� is an inadmissible action, for allθ j’s below j’s threshhold type, since

s�j�θ j�λ� � 0� a
¯
� for all θ j � θ

�

�λ�k� � max�0�λ ��g j�k�� ǧ�k���φ1�� (16)

We thus conclude that againstsλ
i , the optimal admissible strategy forj is

s�j�θ j�λ� �

���
��

0 if θ j � θ
�

�λ�k�

s�j�θ j�λ� if θ j � θ
�

�λ�k�
(17)

Note thats�j���λ� is piecewise affine inθ j and does not depend on the distribution ofθi. To sum-

marize what we have established so far, if players select the strategy pair


sλ

i ����s
�
j���λ�� ιιι�i� j���

�
,

for someλ � 0, then from (12), the outcome resulting from a type vectorθ will be

t�θ;k�


sλ

i ����s
�
j���λ�� ιιι�i� j���

�
� �

���
��
�φ2�

�1


φ0�φ1�Σθ� j � λ�� ǧ�k��

�
if θ j � θ

�

�λ�k�

�φ2�
�1


φ0�φ1Σθ�g j�k�

�
if θ j � θ

�

�λ�k�
(18)

while, from (8), the net impact of∑θ will be φ
�

θ� ťǧ�k�


sλ

i �θi��s�j�θ j�λ��θ�i� j
��
� ψ�θ j�k�λ�,14

where

ψ�θ j�k�λ� �

���
��

φ1�θ j � λ�� ǧ�k� if θ j � θ
�

�λ�k�

g j�k� if θ j � θ
�

�λ�k�
(19)
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Observe that this expression is independent ofθi. We can now establish that every two-person

game has a unique PSNE. An important property of this equilibrium is that the optimal action for

low types of playerj is a corner solution.

Proposition 7 (Existence of a unique Equilibrium)�: Let f satisfy assumptions A11-A13 and
assume that all players other than i and j truthfully reveal their types. For all k, there exists λ � � 0
such that s� �



sλ�

i �s�j���λ
��
�

is the unique PSNE for the game defined by f and k. Moreover,
θ
�

�λ��k�� θ. For all θ� θ
�

�λ��k�, s�j�θ�λ
�� is a best conceivable action for � j�θ�.

Figure 3 provides the intuition for our proof of existence. The horizontal broken lines in the
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FIGURE 3. Intuition for the existence part of Prop. 7

right panel represent the CISE net impact and the CIPO net impacts fori and j, all of which

are independent of player types. The solid line represents the net impact that results from the

equilibrium profiles�: it is a function ofθ j but is independent ofθi. The equilibrium strategies

themselves are depicted by the thin solid lines in the left panel; the thick solid line is the average of

these strategies. The dotted line would be the average strategy if both players truthfully revealed

their types; the two dashed lines are the strategies that would be optimal for each player if the

14We use the symbol “�” to mean “defined equal to”.
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other truthfully revealed his type: in this case (except for the lowest types ofj), r’s strategy would

implementr’s CIPO net impact. For the case in whichf ���ki� is a quadratic function, the defining

characteristic of our equilibrium strategies is that (in either panel) the area of the striped shaded

region abovei’s dashed line equals the area of the cross-hatched region below it. This condition

can be satisfied only ifi over-reports andj under-reports: ifi did not over-report, the striped region

would be eliminated. On the other hand, ifi over-reports by so much that even the highest types

of j are pushed to the corner, then the cross-hatched region would be eliminated. The intermediate

value theorem now implies the existence of an optimal level of over-reporting fori. To understand

this, note thatj can costlessly under-report to counteracti’s over-report, unless constrained by

the lower bound. On the other hand,i’s over-reporting comes at a cost: the average equilibrium

outcome is too low whenj’s type is high and too high whenj’s type is low (compared withi’s

CIPO net impact level). The optimal report fori is defined by the condition that these two effects

(or the two shaded areas in the Figure) exactly offset each other.

The figure also illustrates another important point: becausei’s strategy is to announce his true type

plus some intercept term that is independent of his type,j can exactly offset i’s over-reporting

provided he is not pushed to the corner. Thus to the right of the kink, the equilibrium strategies

implementj’s CIPO net impact. That is, high types ofj play best conceivable actions (p. 10). On

the other hand, becausej’s strategy is kinked, no type of playeri has a best conceivable action.

To prove uniqueness, it suffices to show that a necessary condition for an equilibrium is thati’s

strategy is unit affine. Figure 4 extends the idea used to prove Prop. 2, to motivate this condition.

Supposei plays a strategy such as ˆsi which is not unit affine and letλ denote the largestλ such

that ι���� λ lies below ˆsi. We will show thatλ cannot be less than the equilibrium level,λ �, of

i’s intercept. An analogous argument shows thatλ cannot strictly exceedλ�. Clearly, j’s best

response, ˆs j, to ŝi must lie belowj’s best response tosλ
i . But we have established that the level,

λ, of over-reporting is insufficient to offsetj’s under-reporting ifj playss�j���λ�. Hence it must be

even more inadequate whenj under-reports even more by playing ˆs j. Hence ˆsi�ϑ� cannot be a best

response for player-type�i�ϑ� against ˆs j.

In the remainder of this section, we will consider the comparative statics effects of an increase

in i’s observable characteristic, whilej’s either remains constant or decreases. Formally, we will

fix two observable characteristic profilesk̃ and k̂ such thatk̂i � k̃i and k̂ j � k̃ j. Letting k�α� �
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FIGURE 4. Intuition for the uniqueness part of Prop. 7

αk̂��1�α�k̃, ǧ�α� � ǧ�k�α�� andgi�α� � gi�k�α��, we can now study the comparative statics

effects of increasingα from zero to one. We will assume that asα increases,i’s CIPO net impact

declines at a faster rate than the CISE net impact (which may in fact increase):15

ǧ��α� � g�i�α� (20)

Prop. 7 confirms that our model can be reduced to one equation in one unknown,λ�α�. We can

therefore streamline notation by defining, for allα � �0�1�, sα �


sλ�α�

i �s�j���λ�α��
�
, as well as:

θ
�

�k� � θ
�

�λ�α��k�; ν�α� �
� θ

�

�k�

θ
dη�ϑ j�

ψα�θ j� � ψ�ϑ j�k�λ�α�� �

���
��

φ1�θ j � λ�α��� ǧ�α� if θ j � θ
�

�k�

g j�α� if θ j � θ
�

�k�
(21)

dψα�θ j�

dα
� ψ�

α�θ j� �

���
��

ǧ��α� � φ1λ��α� if θ j � θ
�

�k�

g�j�α� if θ j � θ
�

�k�
(19α�

)

15There are a number of ways to ensure that (20) will be satisfied. Since ˇg ��α� �

�
f12�ǧ�k��ki�

∂ki�α�
∂α � ∑r ��i f12�ǧ�k��kr�α�� ∂kr�α��α�

∂α
∑r f11�ǧ�k��kr�α�� , the simplest is to require thatk̂r�α�� k̃r�α�, for all r �� i.
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tα � t��;α�sα�; Et�α� �
�

Θ
tα�ϑ�dη�ϑ� � �φ2�

�1
φ0�nφ1Eθ�Eψα
�
(22)

ťα � ťǧ�α�; Eť�α� �
�

Θ
ťα�ϑ�dη�ϑ� � �φ2�

�1
φ0�nφ1Eθ� ǧ�α�
�

(2̌2)

Eur�α� �
�

Θ
u�tα�ϑ��ϑ �kr�α��α��dη�ϑ� (23)

We will refer to tα as theequilibrium outcome and toψα as theequilibrium net impact when the

observable characteristics profile isk�α�. From (22), there is a very close relationship between

these two concepts. Indeed, (18) and (19) imply thatdtα�θ�
dα ��

dψα�θ j�
dα �φ2.

Comparative statics of heterogeneity: We now investigate the effects of increasingα and thus

heightening the tension betweeni’s and j’s strategic objectives. We focus on three sets of depen-

dent variables: (a) players’strategies; (b) theexpected equilibrium outcome (relative to the CISE

outcome); and (c) the difference between players’expected equilibrium utilities, again relative to

their CISE expected utilities. Our first result follows immediately from Prop. 5-2P.

Proposition 8 (Comparative statics of λ): If f satisfies A11-A13 then λ ����� 0 on �0�1�.

We next consider the effect of increasing heterogeneity on the expected equilibrium outcome,

Et�α�, relative its effect on the expected CISE outcome,Eť�α�. It will be apparent from (22) and

(2̌2) that an essentially equivalent issue is the relationship between the expected equilibrium net

impact and the CISE net impact. Asα increases,i’s CIPO net impact level increases whilej’s

does not increase. Even thoughj-types abovej’s threshhold type implementj’s CIPO impact with

probability one, theex ante expected equilibrium impact is weakly belowi’s CIPO impact! To see

this, recall that the first order condition definingλ�α� is, for all α:

U �
i �λ�α��α� � φ1

�� θ

θ
f1


ψα�ϑ j�� ki�α�

�
dη�ϑ j� �

1
φ2

�
 0 (24)

Since f1��� ki�α�� is convex (A14) a necessary condition for (24) is that

� θ

θ
ψα�ϑ j�dη�ϑ j� � gi�α�� (25)
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since if this inequality were reversed, then by Jensen’s inequality

� θ

θ
f1


ψα�ϑ j�� ki�α�

�
dη�ϑ j� � f1


� θ

θ
ψα�ϑ j�dη�ϑ j�� ki�α�

�
� f1



gi�α�� ki�α�

�
�

1
φ2

violating (24). It now follows immediately from (22), (̌22), (25) and (11) that16

Et�α��Eť�α� � �φ2�
�1�ǧ�α��Eψα� � �φ2�

�1�ǧ�α��gi�α�� � 0 (26)

while Et ��α��Eť ��α� � �φ2�
�1
ǧ��α��Eψ�

α
�

(27)

Unless a further assumption is imposed onf , the sign of (27) is indeterminate.17 We cannot,

therefore, conclude thatEt�α��Eť�α� increases monotonically withα. However, since ˇg��α��

g�i�α� is positive by assumption and since the the gap betweenEt�α� andE ť�α� weakly exceeds the

gap between ˇg�α� andgi�α�, Et�α��Eť�α� is bounded below by a monotone increasing function.

In other words, there may existα � � α such that�Et����Eť���� declines on�α�α ��, but it never

declines by enough to offset all of the gains made on�0�α�. Formally, the result below follows

immediately from (26) and (20), withζ��� � �φ2�
�1


ǧ����gi���

�
:

Proposition 9-2P (Comparative statics of Et�Eť): If f satisfies A11-A14 and (20) holds, then
there exists a positive, strictly increasing function ζ such that �Et����E ť����� ζ��� on �0�1�.

We now turn to the impact oni’s and j’s utility of an increase in heterogeneity. Since the disutility

to i of a given net impact level increases with heterogeneity,i becomes more willing, whilej

becomes less willing, to incur costs in order to lower this impact. Consequently, even ifi could

implement in equilibrium his CIPO net impact,gi�α�, with probability one,i’s equilibrium payoff

would still decline with heterogeneity. It is, therefore, more instructive to focus on thepayoff gap,

∆Eur�α� � Eur�α�� Eǔr�α�, between the expected values of playerr’s equilibrium and CISE

expected utilities. Integrating (5) and multiplying both sides byφ2, we obtain

φ2∆Eur�α� � φ2

��
Eť�α� � Et�α�

�
�
�� θ

θ
f


ψα�ϑ j�� kr�α�

�
dη�ϑ j� � f �ǧ�α�� kr�α��

��

which, from (27)�
�

φ2 f �ǧ�α�� kr�α�� � ǧ�α�
�
�
�

φ2

� θ

θ
f


ψα�ϑ j�� kr�α�

�
dη�ϑ j��Eψα

�
(28)

16 Note that if f11 is a constant, thenEψα � gi�α�. This fact will be used in the proof of Prop. 13 below.
17 It is straightforward to check that if we assume in addition to assumptions A11-A14 thatf 11 is concave andf12 is
convex, then (27) (as well as the expression∆Eui�α��∆Eu j�α�, defined below) will be positive.
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Our first observation is that the sign ofi’s payoff gap is indeterminate. To see this, setr � i in

expression (28) and suppose thatf is quadratic in net impact, i.e.,f11 is constant. In this case,

Eψα � gi�α�. Now the expressionFr�x� � �φ2 f �x� kr�α�� � x� is minimized w.r.t. x at gi�α�.

The term inside the first parentheses in (28) exceeds the minimum value ofFi��� because the CISE

net impact level ˇg�α� is superoptimal fromi’s perspective; the term inside the second achievesin

expectation the minimum value ofFi but has a positive variance andFi is convex. Hence the sign of

∆Eui�α� will be negative or positive, depending on the extent ofi’s risk aversion (i.e., the convexity

of Fi) relative to the difference betweeni’s CIPO and the CISE net impact levels. Now reinstate

the assumption thatf111� 0 and consider∆Eu j�α�. The sign of this expression is determinate

if and only if g j�α� � ǧ�α�. In this case, from (25) and (11),Eψα � gi�α� is further fromg j�α�

thanǧ�α�, so that the first parenthesized term in (28) is dominated in expectation by the second.

Moreover, once again the second has a positive variance andFj��� is convex. Hence, whenever

g j�α�� ǧ�α�, j’s payoff gap will be unambiguously negative. Summarizing and formalizing the

above, we have:

Proposition 10 (Signs of players’ payoff gaps): There exists δ̄ � δ � 0 such that

∆Eui�α�

�
� 0 if sup f11���ki�� δ
� 0 if inf f11���ki�� δ̄

. A sufficient condition for ∆Eu j�α�� 0 is that g j�α�� ǧ�α�.

While players’ individual payoff gaps cannot be signed, the difference between them can be. Our

last result establishes that the difference betweeni’s and j’s payoff gaps is bounded below by

a functionζ that is positive and monotone increasing in heterogeneity.18 The intuition for this

result is as follows: the difference�gi�α�� ǧ�α�� between the equilibrium and CISE net impacts

is negative. Becausef12 � 0, this difference benefitsi more thanj, so that the bounding function

ζ is positive. Aski increases withα, gi�α� declines; ˇg�α� may also decline, but by assumption

(20) it declines by no more thangi�α�. To ensure thatζ increases withα, it is sufficient that that

the net effect of these declines benefitsi more thanj. For this, it is in turn sufficient that the

difference between the benefits of the decline ingi�α� and inǧ�α� is no less fori than for j. Since

ǧ�α�� gi�α�, this in turn is ensured by our assumption (A14) thatf ���ki�α�� is not more convex

than f ���k j�α��.

18footnote 17
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Proposition 11-2P (Comparative statics of ∆Eui�α��∆Eu j�α�)�: If f satisfies A11-A14 and
(20)holds, there is a positive, strictly increasing function ζ such that �∆Eui����∆Eu j����� ζ���.

7. QUASI-LINEAR GAMES WITH n PLAYERS.

The model as specified in § 5 yields indeterminate comparative statics results when there are more

than two players. However, if we assume in addition thatf1 is quadratic in net impact, i.e.,

Assumption A15: For all k � �0�1�, f11���k� is a constant

then, because we can now interchange the integral and the “f ” operators, the multi-player model

becomes simple to analyze. In particular, letting∑Es�r � ∑
j ��r

� θ
θ s j�ϑ�dη�ϑ�, we have, from (14)

U �
r�a�θr;s�r� � φ1

�
f1
��

ǧ�k��φ1�θr�a�∑Es�r� �n�1�Eθ�
�
�kr�α�

�
�1�φ2

�
(29)

Property (29) has a number of immediate and significant consequences. First,

Given A11-A15,U �
r�a�θr;s�r�

�

�
U �

r�a�θr;s��r� if and only if �∑Es�r�∑Es��r�
�

�
0 (30)

Second, given∑Es�r, the first order conditionU �
r�a�θr�k;s�r� � 0 implicitly defines a unique value

of θr�a, which in turn implies that every PSNE is piecewise affine, i.e.,

Given A11-A15, ifs is a PSNE,�λλλ � �n such that for eachr�sr��� � max�a
¯
� ι����λr� (31)

The third consequence of (29) is slightly less immediate. For eachr, the expected equilibrium

outcome conditional onr’s type exceeding his threshhold type isr’s expected CIPO outcome.19

Given A11-A15, ifs is a PSNE then, for eachr, Et


�;k�s�θr � θ

�

r�s�� � Eťgr�k�� (32)

Property (31) implies then-person analog of Prop. 6-2P, which has extensive consequences.

19To verify (32), note that for eachr and eachθr � θ
�

r�s�

U �
r�sr�θr��θr �k;s�r� �����

expr (4)

0 �����
expr (14)

f1
��

ǧ�k��φ1�∑Es�nEθ�
�
�k
	
�1�φ2 �����

f11�0

f1�gi�k��k��1�φ2
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Proposition 6-nP (The largest player is never constrained)�: Let s be an MPSNE for an n-person
game with f satisfying A11-A15, and ki � kr�α�, for r �� i. Then θ

�

i�s� � θ.

Prop. 6-nP and property (32) then implies that the (unconditional) expected outcome of any PSNE

coincides with the expectation ofi’s CIPO outcome.

Proposition 12 (PSNE’s implement i’s CIPO expected outcome): Let s be an MPSNE for an
n-person game with f satisfying A11-A15, and ki � kr�α�, for r �� i. Then Et��;k�s� � Eťgi�k�.

We can now characterize the unique equilibrium of then-person game. It has a somewhat sur-

prising property: for each playerr other thani (who has the largest observable characteristic),r’s

equilibrium strategy in the unique equilibrium for then-person game coincides withr’s strategy

in the unique equilibrium for the two-person game betweenr andi. That is, if we start out with

a game in which onlyi and one other player act strategically, while all other players passively

reveal their private information, and then successively introduce strategic play by other players,

then playeri makes all of the adjustments, and the original participants in the game make none.

Formally, for eachj �� i, define the profiles j as follows: forr �� j� i, s j
r � ι��� while for i and j,

s j
i ands j

j form an equilibrium for the induced game between these two players. Now define the

strategy profile ˆs by the condition that for eachj �� i, ŝ j � s j
j, while ŝi is a best reply to ˆs�i.

Proposition 13 (Unique equilibrium for the n-person Game)�: Let s be an MPSNE for an n-
person game with f satisfying A11-A13 and A15, and ki � kr�α�, for r �� i. Then s � ŝ.

Prop. 13 follows almost immediately from Prop. 12. To see that the combination of two-player

equilibria is an equilibrium for then-player game, note that regardless of how many players are

playing strategically, there is a unique scalarω̄ such that the term in square brackets in (29) equals

i’s CIPO net impact. Whetheri is playing againstj alone, or against all other players, to construct

a best response he must adjust the intercept of his unit affine strategy so that the expected sum of

all players’ strategies,∑Es, equalsω̄. Therefore, becausei has compensated exactly for the impact

of all players other than himself andj, the number∑Es� j must be, in equilibrium, invariant to

whether j is playing againsti alone, or against all these other players. Now consider whether a

That is,Eφ


�� t��;k�s�

��θr � θ
�

r�s�
�
� gi�k�. From (7), therefore

Et


�;k�s�θr � θ

�

r�s�� �
φ0 � nφ1Eθ�gi�k�

φ2
� Eťgr�k�� verifying (32).
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profile ŝ for the n-player game can be an equilibrium if for somej �� i, ŝ j differs from s j
j. Once

again,i must adjust so that∑Eŝ � ω̄. Choose the unit affine strategy ˜si such thatEs̃i � ∑Eŝ� j. If ŝ

is to be an equilibrium, then the profile�ŝ j� s̃i� must be an equilibrium for the game betweeni and

j. But since this latter game has a unique equilibrium, this possibility cannot arise.

The comparative statics properties of ourn-player game can now be obtained as easy corollaries to

preceding results. The first is almost the exact counterpart to Prop. 5-2P, and follows immediately

from that result, together with Props. 6-nP, 12 and 13.

Proposition 5-nP (Heterogeneity: n players): Suppose that f satisfies A11-A13 and A15. Con-
sider two observable characteristic profiles, k and k̂ such that k̂i � ki and k̂r � kr, for all r �� i.
Then ŝi���� si���, while for all r �� i, θ

�

r�ŝ�� θ
�

r�s� and ŝr�θ�� sr�θ� for all θ� θ
�

r�s�.

Now let k̃ � �1�n� ����1�n� and letk̂ be an observable characteristics profile such thatk̂i � k̂r, for

all r �� i. Forα � �0�1�, definek�α� � αk̂��1�α�k̃. As α increases, players become increasingly

heterogeneous in anex ante sense. Note that in this context, a sufficient condition for inequality

(20) is thatf122� 0.20 Our last two results, relating to the comparative statics effects of increasing

heterogeneity, are strong,n-player versions of Prop. 9-2P and Prop. 11-2P. Thanks to Prop. 12

we can in both cases replace the phrase ”bounded below by an increasing function ofα” in the

2-player result with, simply ”increases withα”. Defining Et�α� andEť�α� as on p. 24, our first

result is an immediate implication of Prop. 12.

Proposition 9-nP (Comparative statics of Et�Eť): Suppose that f satisfies A11-A13 and A15.
If inequality (20) is satisfied, then �Et �����Eť ������ 0 on �0�1�.

Recalling the definition of playerr’s payoff gap, ∆Eur�α� (p. 25), our second result is that larger

players have larger payoff gaps, and this difference increases with heterogeneity.

20For all r, ∂kr�α�
∂α �kr�α��1�n�� 0, while, sincef122� 0, f12�ǧ�α��kr�α��� f12�ǧ�α��1�n��kr�α��1�n�� 0, so that

ǧ��k�α�� � �
f12�ǧ�α��ki�α�� ∂ki�α�

∂α � ∑r ��i f12�ǧ�α��kr�α�� ∂kr�α�
∂α

∑r f11�ǧ�α��kr�α��
� �

f12�ǧ�α��ki�α�� ∂ki�α�
∂α � f12�ǧ�α��1�n�∑r ��i

∂kr�α�
∂α

∑r f11�ǧ�α��kr�α��

� �
f12�ǧ�α��1�n� ∂ki�α�

∂α � f12�ǧ�α��1�n�∑r ��i
∂kr�α�

∂α
∑r f11�ǧ�α��kr�α��

� 0 � g�i�k�α��
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Proposition 11-nP (Comparative statics of ∆Eur�α�� ∆Eu j�α�): If f satisfies A11-A15 and

(20) holds, then for each r� j with k̂r � k̂ j, �∆Eur����∆Eu j���� and �∆Eu�r����∆Eu�j���� are both
positive on �0�1�.

While our analysis in this section mirrors in many respects our analysis in §6, there is one important

respect in which it is different. We observed in §6 that high types of the smaller player play best

conceivable actions in equilibrium. In general, this property has no counter-part in then-player

game. The reason is that best conceivable actions are available only when all other players play

unit affine strategies. When there are more than two players (and a unique largest player), the

strategies of all but the largest player are piecewise, but not unit affine. Consequently, like the

larger player in §6, smaller players in this section cannot perfectly counter-balance the aggregate

impact of other players’ misreporting.

8. CONCLUSION

This paper introduces a new framework for studying the problem of information transmission,

when players’ individual signals must be aggregated in order to make decisions that affect all of

them. Rather than seeking the most general formulation, we have imposed strong restrictions on

the model, to reveal the inner workings of aggregation games in a relatively transparent way.

Prop. 1 established that every aggregation game has a pure strategy equilibrium in which players’

equilibrium strategies are strictly monotone in their types. Props. 2 and 4 showed that truthful

revelation is an equilibrium if and only if all players are identicalex ante. When they diverge

ex ante, larger players over-report and smaller players under-report their types; from Prop. 5-2P,

this mis-reporting is exacerbated as the divergence increases, at least in two-player games. For the

remainder of the paper, the restrictions we impose ensure that every game we consider has a unique

equilibrium. Prop. 3 proved that for two-player games withex ante identical players truthtelling is

the unique equilibrium provided that the lower bound on players’ reports coincides with the lower

bound on their types. This, together with Prop. 5-2P, implies that in two-person games, all types

of a player have interior solutions to their optimization problems if and only if that player is the

largest player. Our remaining results apply to a restricted specification of the model: the main

restriction is that the first argument of players’ utilities is related to the aggregate signal and the

outcome by an affine transformation. Prop. 7 shows that in the unique equilibrium for the two-

player version of this specfication, players play “unit affine” strategies. Props. 8-11-2P provide a
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number of results, showing that in anex ante sense, the larger player essentially controls the game

while ex post, high types of the smaller player have total control. To conclude our analysis, we add

a further restriction to payoffs and return ton-player games. Our main result is that in the unique

equilibrium for this specification, each player but the largest plays the same strategy as he plays in

the two-person game against the largest player alone.

Our analysis might fruitfully be extended in a number of directions. One route is to consider sit-

uations where players face an upper, as well as a lower bound on strategies. Another is to relax

our assumption that the central authority passively aggregates information transmitted from the

periphery, and to then address some of the issues raised in the literature (see p. 3) concerning the

relative merits of delegation versus communication.
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APPENDIX: PROOFS

Proof of Proposition 1: To prove the proposition we apply Theorems 1 and 2 of Athey (2001).
The first of these theorems is used to establish existence for finite-action aggregation games. The
second implies existence for general aggregation games. To apply Athey’s first theorem, we define
a finite action aggregation game to be one in which players are restricted to choose actions from
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a finite subset ofA. In all other respects, finite action aggregation games are identical to (infinite
action) aggregation games. We now check thatu satisfies Athey’s Assumption A1. Clearly, our
types have joint density w.r.t. Lebesgue measure which is bounded and atomless. Moreover, the
integrability condition in Athey’s A1 is trivially satisfied sinceu is bounded. Moreover, inequality
(3) implies that the SCC holds. Therefore, every finite action aggregation game has a MPSNE in
which playerr’s equilibrium strategysr is nondecreasing.

Athey’s Theorem 2 requires that the action spaceA is a compact interval. In our model, however,
A is unbounded above. To apply her theorem, therefore, we will establish any equilibrium for
an aggregation game satisfying A1-A15 will also be an equilibrium for the restricted aggregation
game that is identical to the original, except that players are required to choose actions in the
compact set�a

¯
� ā�, where ¯a was identified in assumption A9. By Athey’s Theorem 2, the restricted

game has an MPSNE, call its�. To show thats� will also be an equilibrium for the original,

unrestricted game, it suffices to show that for allr, all θ and alla � ā, ∂Ur�a�θ;s�
�r�

∂a � 0. To establish
this, note thats��r � s�r � 0, so that sincet is strictly increasing,a � ā implies

U �
r�a�θ;s��r� � U �

r�ā�θ;s��r� � U �
r�ā�θ;s�r� � U �

r�ā�θ;0� � 0

Finally, to establish thatsr is strictly increasing and continuously differentiable on�θ
�

r�s��θ�, note

thatU �
r�sr���� �;s�r� � 0 on�θ

�

r�s��θ�. From (3), assumption A10 and the implicit function theorem,

we have, for allθ� �θ
�

r�s��θ�, dsr�θ�
dθ �� ∂2Ur�sr�θ��θ;s�r�

∂a∂θ

�
∂2Ur�sr�θ��θ;s�r�

∂a2 � 0. �

Proof of Proposition 3: We first assume thats is admissible and unit affine but not ZSUA. i.e.,

that there existsλ � �2 such thatsr � θr �λr, with
j

∑
r�i

λr �� 0. Admissibility implies thatλ r � a
¯
�θ.

Fix θ j arbitrarily:

Uj�s j�θ j��θ j;si� �
�

Θ
u�t�ϑ i�θ j �

j
∑

r�i
λr��ϑ i �θ j� k̄�dη�ϑ i�

which, sincet is CISE

�
�

Θ
u�t�ϑ i�θ j��ϑ i �θ j� k̄�dη�ϑ i� � Uj�θ j�λi�θ j;si�

That is,s j��� is not a best response againstsi so thats is not an equilibrium profile. Now assume that
s is not unit affine. Without loss of generality, assume that there existsλ � 0 such thatsi�θ�� θ�λ,
with strict inequality holding for somēθi. Since strategies are continuous (Prop. 1),si�θ�� θ�λ.
We now show that ifs j is a best response tosi, then�s j���� ι���� � λ. Considers j such that
s j�θ̄ j�� θ̄ j �λ, for someθ̄ j, so thatθ̄ j �λ � si���� θ̄ j � ι���. Assumption A9 then implies

t�s j�θ̄ j�� si���� � t�θ̄ j �λ � si���� � t�θ̄ j � ι����

SinceUj is concave int and, for allθi, u��� θ̄ j �θi� k̄� is maximized att�θ̄ j �θi� � θ̄ j �θi, we have

U �
j�s j�θ̄ j�� θ̄ j;si� �

�
Θ

du
da

�t�s j�θ̄ j�� si�ϑ i��� θ̄ j �ϑ i� k̄�dη�ϑ i� �
�

Θ

du
da

�t�θ̄ j �λ � si�ϑ i��� θ̄ j �ϑ i� k̄�dη�ϑ i�
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�
�

Θ

du
da

�t�θ̄ j �ϑ i�� θ̄ j �ϑ i� k̄�dη�ϑ i� � 0

This establishes that ifs j is a best response tosi, then�s j���� ι����� λ. But in this case,si�θ̄i��
s j���� θ̄i � ι���, implying thatt�si�θ̄i�� s j���� � t�θ̄i� ι����, so that

U �
i �si�θ̄i�� θ̄i;s j� � 0

Therefore,si��� is not a best response fori againsts j��� at θ̄i. �

Proof of Proposition 4: Let s be an MPSNE and for eachr. Assume thatk j � ki and pick
θ� �Θ� � argmax�s j� si�. Let γ� s j�θ��� si�θ��. We have

U �
j�s j�θ���θ�;s� j� � U �

j�si�θ���γ�θ�;s� j� � U �
j�si�θ���θ�;s� j �γ�

� U �
i �si�θ���θ�;s� j �γ� � U �

i �si�θ���θ�;s�i� � 0

The strict inequality follows from assumption A5. The weak inequality holds becauses j���� γ�
si���, so thats�i�γ� s� j, and from assumption A10. Since,U �

j�s j�θ���θ�;s� j�� 0 it follows from
(4) thats j�θ�� � a

¯
, so thatΘ� � �θ�θ

�

j�s��. By definition ofθ�, 0� �s j�θ��� si�θ��� � �s j����

si����. It follows thats j�θ�� a
¯

impliessi�θ�� a
¯
, which in turn implies that�θ�θ

�

i�s��� �θ�θ
�

j�s��.

Moreover, sincesi��� is strictly increasing on�θ
�

i�s��θ�, Θ� � �θ�θ
�

i�s��.

Now considerθ
�

i�s�. If si�θ
�

i�s�� � a
¯

then�θ�θ
�

i�s�� � �θ	 � Θ�. If si�θ
�

i�s�� � a
¯

thensi�θ
�

i�s�� �

s j�θ
�

i�s�� � 0 andθ
�

i�s� � Θ�. In either case, therefore,U �
j�s j�θ

�

i��θ
�

i�s�;s� j� � 0. By continuity,

U �
j�s j���� �;s� j� � 0 on a neighborhood ofθ

�

i�s�. Henceθ
�

j�s� � θ
�

i�s�, proving part (a) of the

proposition. Now note that forθ� θ
�

j�s�:

0 � U �
j�s j�θ��θ;s� j� � U �

j�s j�θ��θ;s�i� � U �
i �s j�θ��θ;s�i��

The weak inequality follow from A10, sincesi � s j implying s� j � s�i; the strict inequality is
implied by A5. It now follows thatsi�θ�� s j�θ�. �

Proof of Proposition 5-2P: Let s be an equilibrium for the game withk and considers� such
that in the game witĥk, si

� is a best reply tos j
� but γi � maxϑ��θ

�

i�s��θ��si�ϑ�� s��ϑ�� � 0 so that

si
��γi � si. Pickϑ i � argmaxϑ��θ

�

i�s��θ��si�ϑ��s��ϑ��. LetÛr be defined as in (2), witĥkr replacing

kr. We will show thats j
��γi � s j. If this were not the case then

0 �����
expr (4)

Û �
i �s

�
i�ϑ i��ϑ i;s j

�� �����
k̂i�ki�A5

U �
i �s

�
i�ϑ i��ϑ i;s j

�� �����
defn ofϑ i�γi

U �
i �si�ϑ i��γi�ϑ i;s j

��
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�����
A7

U �
i �si�ϑ i��ϑ i;s j

��γi� �����
s j
��γi�s j�A10

U �
i �si�ϑ i��ϑ i;s j�

contradicting the fact that sinceϑ i � �θ
�

i�s��θ�, we haveU �
i �si�ϑ i��ϑ i;s j� � 0. Conclude that

γj � max�s j
�� s j� � γi and pickϑ j � argmax�s j

�� s j�. Note thats j
��ϑ j� � s j�ϑ j� � a

¯
, so that

a necessary condition fors j
��ϑ j� to be a best reply tosi is thatÛ �

j�s
�
j�ϑ j��ϑ j;si

�� � 0. However:

0 �����
expr (4)

U �
j�s j�ϑ j��ϑ j;si� �����

defn ofϑ j�γj

U �
j�s

�
j�ϑ j��γj�ϑ j;si� �����

γj�γi� A10

U �
j�s

�
j�ϑ j��γi�ϑ j;si�

�����
A7

U �
j�s

�
j�ϑ j��ϑ j;si�γi� �����

si�γi�si
��A10

U �
j�s

�
j�ϑ j��ϑ j;si

�� �����
k̂ j�k j�A5

Û �
j�s

�
j�ϑ j��ϑ j;si

��

Conclude thats j
��ϑ j� cannot be best reply tosi, and hence that a necessary condition for ˆs to

be an equilibrium for the game witĥk is that ˆsi��� � si��� on the interval�θ
�

i�s��θ�. In particular,

ŝi�θ
�

i�s��� a
¯
, so thatθ

�

i�ŝ��� θ
�

i�s�. But in this case, for allϑ j,

0 �����
expr (4)

U �
j�s j�ϑ j��ϑ j;si� �����

ŝi�si�A10

U �
j�s j�ϑ j��ϑ j; ŝi� �����

k̂ j�k j�A5

Û �
j�s j�ϑ j��ϑ j; ŝi�

Conclude thatθ
�

j�ŝ�� θ
�

j�s� and thatϑ j � θ
�

j�s� implies ŝ j�ϑ j�� s j�ϑ j�. �

Proof of Proposition 7: To reduce notation, we will suppress reference throughout this proof to
the passive strategies (i.e.,ιιι�i� j���) played by the players other thani and j.

Existence: Since we have established thats�j���λ�� is a best response tosλ�
i , we need only prove

thatsλ�
i is a best response tos�j���λ��. From (19),i’s payoff from playingsλ

i �θi��ai againsts�j���λ�
when his type isθi is given by:

Ui�s
λ
i �θi��ai�θi�k;s�j���λ�� � µ �

� θ

θ
ťǧ�k�



sλ

i �θi��ai�s
�
j�ϑ j�λ��θ�i� j

�
dη�ϑ j�

�
� θ

θ
f


ψ�θ j�k�λ��φ1ai� k

�
dη�ϑ j�

so thatU �
i �s

λ
i �θi��ai�θi�k;s�j���λ��

���
ai�0

� φ1

�� θ

θ
f1


ψ�θ j�k�λ�� k

�
dη�ϑ j� �

1
φ2

�
(33)

Since the right hand side of (33) is independent ofθi, we will henceforth abbreviate its left-hand
side toU �

i �λ�α�. SinceUi is concave ini’s actions, a sufficient condition forsλ�
i to be a best reply to

s�j���λ�� is thatU �
i �λ��α� � 0. To establish that such aλ� exists, we will identifyλ andλ̄ such that
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U �
i �λ�α� � 0� U �

i �λ̄�α�. Existence ofλ� will then follow from the intermediate value theorem.

Moreover, sincef11� 0 anddψ�θ j�α���
dλ � 0, with strict inequality whenθ j � θ

�

�λ�k�, it follows that

U �
i ���α� is strictly decreasing inλ, implying thatλ� is uniquely defined.

Setλ � �ǧ�k��gi�k���φ1. Substituting into (33), we have

U �
i �λ�α� � φ1

��
�
� θ

�

�λ�k�

θ
f1


ψ�θ j�k�λ�� k

�
dη�ϑ j� �

� θ

θ
�

�λ�k�
f1


g j�k�� k

�
dη�ϑ j� �

1
φ2

��
�

which, sinceψ�θ j�k�λ� � φ1ϑ j �gi�k� on
�
0�θ

�

�λ�k�
�
, f11� 0 andθ

�

�λ�k�� 0

� φ1

�� θ
�

�λ�k�

θ
f1


gi�k�� k

�
dη�ϑ j�� �� �

�1�φ2

�
� θ

θ
�

�λ�k�
f1


g j�k�� k

�� �� �
�1�φ2

dη�ϑ j� �
1
φ2

��
� � 0

Now setλ̄ � θ��ǧ�k�� gi�k���φ1 so thatθ
�

�λ̄�k� � θ�


g j�k�� gi�k�

�
�φ1. Sinceg j�k� � gi�k�,

θ
�

�λ̄�k�� θ, so thats�j��� λ̄� is identically zero on�θ�θ�. Hence:

U �
i �λ̄�α� � φ1

�� θ

θ
f1


ψ�θ j�k�λ�� k

�
dη�ϑ j� �

1
φ2

�

� φ1

�
f1


ψ�θ�α� λ̄�� k

�� θ

θ
dη�ϑ j� �

1
φ2

�
� 0� sinceψ�θ�α� λ̄� � gi�k��

We have, therefore, identifiedλ and λ̄ such thatU �
i �λ�α� � 0� U �

i �λ̄�α�, implying the existence
of λ� such thatU �

i �λ
��α� � 0. Moreover, sinceλ� � λ � �ǧ�k��gi�k���φ1 � �ǧ�k��g j�k���φ1, it

follows from (16) thatθ
�

�λ��k�� θ. Indeed, whenk � 0�5, so thatg j�k�� gi�k�, it is possible that

θ
�

�λ��k�� θ, so thats j���λ�� is identically zero.

Uniqueness: Sinceλ� is unique, we have established thats� is the unique equilibrium such thatsi

is unit affine. We now consider an arbitrary strategy, ˆsi��� � ι���� λ���, let ŝ j be a best response
to ŝi and show that ifλ��� is non-constant, then ˆs �



ŝi� ŝ j� cannot be a PSNE. Prop. 6-2P implies

that we can restrict our attention to the case in whichλ��� � 0. Let Eλ �
�

Θ λ�ϑ�dη�ϑ�. Since
ŝi is not unit affine, there existsΘ��Θ� � Θ, with Θ� �Θ� �� /0, such that ˆsi��� � sEλ

i ��� on Θ�

and ˆsi��� � sEλ
i ��� on Θ�. We will assume that bothΘ� andΘ� have positive measure, leaving

to the reader the task of checking that no equilibrium can exist when at least one of these sets has
measure zero. Since the argument is a straightforward extension of the one used to prove Prop. 2,
we shall be rather terse.

Pickϑ � argminϑ�Θλ���, λ � λ�ϑ�, ϑ̄ � argmaxϑ�Θλ��� andλ̄ � λ�ϑ̄�. Since bothΘ� andΘ� have
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positive measure, we havesλ̄
i � ŝi� sλ

i , where, as on p. 19,sλ
i ���� ι����λ. Assume first thatλ� λ�.

From (12),t��;k�s� is strictly increasing insi, so thatt�θ;k�


ŝi�s�j���λ�

�
� � t�θ;k�



sλ

i �s
�
j���λ�

�
�.

Consequently, for allθ j � θ
�

�λ�k�, t
�

��θ j

�
; �k�



ŝi�s�j�θ j�λ�

��
� tg j�k�, so thatj’s best response,

ŝ j�θ j�, to ŝi must be strictly less thans�j�θ j�λ�. Therefore,

U �
i �ŝi�ϑ��ai�ϑ�k; ŝ j�

��
ai�0 �����

ŝ j�s�j���λ��U
��

j �0

U �
i �ŝi�ϑ��ai�ϑ �k;s�j���λ��

��
ai�0

�����
ŝi�ϑ��sλ

i �ϑ��sλ�
i �ϑ�

0

We have established, therefore, that ifλ � λ�, then ŝ cannot be a PSNE. Next, assume thatλ̄ �

λ � λ�, so that ˆsi � sλ̄
i . Reversing the above argument, it follows that for allθ j � θ

�

�λ̄�k� , j’s

best response, ˆs j�θ j�, to ŝi must strictly exceeds�j�θ j� λ̄�. On the other hand, ˆsi�ϑ̄� � sλ̄
i �ϑ̄� and by

assumption̄λ � λ�, so that

U �
i �ŝi�ϑ̄��ai� ϑ̄�k; ŝ j�

��
ai�0 � U �

i �ŝi�ϑ̄��ai� ϑ̄�k;s�j��� λ̄��
��
ai�0

� 0

We have now established that ifλ � λ�, thenŝ cannot be a PSNE. �

Proof of Proposition 11-2P: From (28), we have:

∆Eui�α� � ∆Eu j�α�

�
�

f �ǧ�α�� ki�α�� � f �ǧ�α�� k j�α��
�
�

� θ

θ

�
f


ψα�ϑ j�� ki�α�

�
� f



ψα�ϑ j�� k j�α�

��
dη�ϑ j�

�
� ki

k j

�
f2�ǧ�α�� k�� �

� θ

θ
f2


ψα�ϑ j�� k�

�
dη�ϑ j�

�
dk�

From (11) and (25), ˇg�ᾱ�� gi�α��
� θ

θ ψᾱ�ϑ j�dη�ϑ j�. Moreover sincef111� 0, f2

� θ

θ ψα�ϑ j�dη�ϑ j�� k�
�
�� θ

θ f2


ψα�ϑ j�� k�

�
dη�ϑ j�. Therefore

∆Eui�α� � ∆Eu j�α� � ζ�α� �

� ki

k j

�
f2�ǧ�α�� k�� � f2�gi�α�� k��

�
dk� � 0

Since f112� 0, f21�gi�α�� k��� f21�ǧ�α�� k��� 0 while from (20) ˇg��α�� g�i�α�. Hence

ζ��α� �
j

∑
r�i

� f2�ǧ�α�� kr�α�� � f2�gi�α�� kr�α���

�
� ki

k j

�
f21�ǧ�α�� k��ǧ��α� � f21�gi�α�� k��g�i�α�

�
dk� � 0 �

Proof of Proposition 6-nP: We will establish that given A11-A15, a necessary condition fors
to be an equilibrium is thatλ i � 0. Given (31) and the fact thatθ� a

¯
, this fact immediately implies
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Prop. 6-nP. Note first that necessarily,i’s CIPO net impact levelgi�k� strictly exceeds the CISE
level ǧ�k�. Now consider a piecewise affine profiles such thatsi��� � max�a

¯
� ι����λi�, with λi � 0.

It then follows from Prop. 4 thatλr � 0, for all r �� i. But in this case∑Es�i � �n�1�Eθ. Letting
ιιι�i��� � �ι r����r ��i, it now follows from (30) that:

U �
i �si�θi��θi�k;s�i� � U �

i �θi�θi�k; ιιι�i����

� φ1 f1
�

ǧ�k��k
�
�1�φ2 � φ1 f1

�
gi�k��k

�
�1�φ2 � 0

Conclude thats cannot be an equilibrium. �

Proof of Proposition 13: We begin by showing that for eachj �� i, ∑Eŝ� j � ∑Es j
� j. We have

Et��;k� ŝ� �����
(12)

φ0�nφ1∑Eŝ� ǧ�α�
φ2

�����
Prop. 12

Eťgi�k� �����
(7)

φ0�nφ1Eθ�gi�α�
φ2

Et��;k�s j� �����
(12)

φ0�nφ1∑Es j� ǧ�α�
φ2

�����
(22)

φ0�nφ1Eθ�Eψα
φ2

�����
footnote 16

φ0�nφ1Eθ�gi�α�
φ2

so that∑Eŝ � Eŝ j � ∑Eŝ� j � ∑Es j � Es j
j � ∑Es j

� j

Since ˆs j � s j
j by construction, it follows that∑Eŝ� j � ∑Es j

� j. Property (30) now implies thats j
j

will be a best reply tos j
� j iff ŝ j is a best reply to ˆs� j. Sinces j

i is a best reply tos j
� j (by construction)

and ˆsi is a best reply to ˆs�i (by assumption), we have therefore established that ˆs is an equilibrium
for then-person game iff for eachj �� i, s j is an equilibrium for the two-person game betweenj
andi. Uniqueness now follows from the uniqueness of the two-player equilibria and because given
∑Es�i, i has a unique best reply of the formι����λ i (see (29) and (31)). �

Proof of Proposition 11-nP: From (28), we have:

∆Eur�α� � ∆Eu j�α�

�
�

f �ǧ�α�� kr�α�� � f �ǧ�α�� k j�α��
�
�

� θ

θ

�
f


ψα�ϑ j�� kr�α�

�
� f



ψα�ϑ j�� k j�α�

��
dη�ϑ j�

�
� kr

k j

�
f2�ǧ�α�� k�� � f2



gi�α�� k�

�
dη�ϑ j�

�
dk� � 0 (from (11) andf12� 0).

Since f112� f211� 0, f21�gi�α�� k��� f21�ǧ�α�� k��� 0 while from (20) ˇg��α�� g�i�α�. Hence

∆Eu�r�α� � ∆Eu�j�α� �
j

∑
ρ�r



f2�ǧ�α�� kρ�α�� � f2�gi�α�� kρ�α��

�
�

� kr

k j

�
f21�ǧ�α�� k��ǧ��α� � f21�gi�α�� k��g�i�α�

�
dk� � 0 �


